This factor analysis allows us to evaluate the efficiency of allocation of organization’s funds, to make conclusions about the expediency of investment funds, as well as to predict the optimal structure of the allocation of funds, and to provide commercial organizations with financial independence.

The proposed methodology of traditional analysis can serve as a source of information for management decisions. This analysis will not only evaluate provision of financial and material resources, level of solvency in relation to counterparties, but also assess the indicators of profitability, but also assess financial independence in general.
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The role of innovations in formation of the effective infrastructure is unfolded in the article. The theoretical aspects of a concept disclosure, an input of foreign and domestic scientists are considered. System elements of the infrastructure environment are analysed.

Today, innovations play considerable and even defining role in economic development of the region, branch and country. Reasonable and strategic introduction of innovations is a priority in growth and in formation of scientific and breakthrough power of the Russian Federation.

Market economy activity is impossible without formation and development of institutes of financial infrastructure. Thus the financial infrastructure in transformational economy significantly differs from similar infrastructure in the countries with the advanced economy. Besides, character and regularities of its formation are essentially other than similar processes in the countries of initially capitalist orientation where they were evolutionary, in process of need accumulation for certain forms activity implementation. In transformational economy with a change of ownership forms, ways of managing and structural transformations for the purpose of ensuring harmonization between subjects of the market, the infrastructure has to be created during rather short period of time.

The analysis of a number of foreign and domestic publications shows that in the modern period a basis of the leading corporations of the developed countries high competitiveness is not only realization of rational marketing strategy, but also continuous work over increasing of infrastructure institutes efficiency. It confirms about increasing of infrastructure role in competitiveness of producers.

The necessity of development of institutes effective system of infrastructure in Russia appropriate to market economy, and development of its formation mechanism defines the theoretical and practical importance of this paper.
In spite of the fact that the institutes serving economy have been beginning to arise for a long time, up to the middle of the XX century economists didn't pay due attention to studying of methodology of their system functioning and interaction.

Sources of methodology and tendencies of infrastructure formation studying as essential component of economic science had foreign economists X. Zinger, R. Iokhimsen, P. Rosenstein-Rodan, P. Samuelson, A. Hirshman, A. Yangson. The works of such foreign scientists as D. Nort, R. Kouz, O. Williamson devoted to a problem of formation of infrastructure of the market and the subsequent its development within classical capitalism [3].

B.B. Radayev, A.B. Buzgalin, B. B. Ivashchenko, E.B. Mukhanova considered questions of formation and development of infrastructure institutes in the transition conditions to market economy [2]. However most of the specified authors investigated these processes at the all-Russian level or on the example of economically developed regions of the country.

Russian economy transition to the market put on the agenda development of theoretical problems the important questions concerning investment infrastructure. These problems are investigated in works of domestic and foreign scientists as V. Shtansky, B. Lavrovsky, P. Ivald, P. Tumanov, K. Valtukh, A. Khachaturov. However a concept of «the relation of investment infrastructure» is still disputable, definition of subjects of these relations, their object, a place of investment infrastructure in the general investment system. The question of the economic maintenance of market infrastructure that it represents, what its formation contradictions are spots in the theory. The question of market infrastructure formation, how these processes go at the different levels of economy as they interact wasn't widely discussed. Such problems as system self-organization of financial institutions, its implementation regularities, the state role and place in these processes, disclosure of the functional and structural interaction mechanisms defining the reasons of market institutes outbreaking, value of financial infrastructure for companies competitiveness increasing remained out of sight of researchers both on all-Russian, and at the regional level.

Now, the special attention of this field is paid from the state and the private sector. However it is necessary to notice that the existing tendencies of this direction realization have a number of contradictions. At fact many perspective, and sometimes, at first sight, and adventurous innovative ideas, unfortunately, can’t find support in realization - that is confirmation of this hypothesis.

It would be desirable to stop for roles of essential elements of this infrastructure, and also to consider their place in innovative system of our country.

The innovative system is a set of subjects and institutes which functions are directed on realization and support in implementation of innovative activity. Its main objective is the creation of the favorable environment for the intellectual capital concentration useful for generation of innovations. The primary system aim is a modernization of branches such as: space equipment and telecommunications, energy efficiency and energy-saving, information technologies and using of atomic energy, medical equipment and pharmaceutics and others. The innovation in the carried-out projects, the structure of the country, the contents and quality of functioning of all interacting systems, subsystems and elements is considered to be other, not less important problem. Its maintenance includes a wide range of innovative activity – from development of new technologies in various object subject domains before specification of modern education techniques and so on.

It is expedient to analyse the existing systems, subsystems and elements and to define the main shortcomings and prospects of country innovations development. Such main shortcomings are:

- undeveloped demand for innovations in the country;
- a lack of infrastructure and interaction of systems, subsystems and elements;
- undeveloped financial system;
- non-interaction of tax and legal system;
- weak support of enterprise traditions;
- incomplete and limited knowing of the international markets and their traditions;
- mistrust of the international investors;
- rapid uncontrollable growth of expenses;
- competition to the foreign companies;
- brain drain and technologies, a lack of manpower;
- corruption and administrative barriers;
- aggressive competition of the large Russian companies;
- inconsistent state policy (education, army etc.).

At the basis of the infrastructure environment the following systems consist: academic science, innovative centers, support systems of «startups» [1].
The academic science promotes break in various areas of economic activity. This is a starting point in realization of innovations. From this element, the basic innovations, ideas and scientific decisions are created.

The innovative center can become one of the main components of the infrastructure. The innovative center is intended not only for development, but also for commercialization of new technologies, including supports perspective, and sometimes and adventurous innovative ideas.

It would be desirable to focus attention on what the innovative center is a key element in this structure and it’s impossible without development of innovative systems and directly realization of ideas.

So, in the USA the main innovative and technological center is the Silicon Valley which generally is engaged in development and production of computers and their components, especially microprocessors, and also the software, devices of mobile communication, biotechnology.

The Israeli innovative center AT&T which is engaged in development of various applications for smartphones and phones is the other striking example and the world leader in the sphere of telecommunications.

If to pay attention to our country, an example of the large innovative center is the perspective «Skolkovo» project which is an ultramodern scientific and technical system. This center conducts development in many innovative and strategic directions, such as energetic, information technologies, telecommunications, biomedicine and nuclear technologies.

One more important components of infrastructure is the support system of «startups». We will allocate two funds, which help development of innovations in the Russian Federation. First of all it is the project of «Almaz Capital» fund for creation of business incubators in the sphere of programming, recognition of the speech and technologies of a 3D images transfer in the Internet. In the second it is Bortnik's fund promoting development of small forms of the enterprises in the scientific and technical sphere. This fund gives a financial support to small companies.

Also, it would be desirable to note that development of innovative infrastructure is impossible without programs of the international cooperation with the attraction purpose, both experts, and investments. One of the most known to the company who already take part in development of innovative system of Russia: «Nokia», «Microsoft», «Siemens», «Technopark Zurich».

Thus, it is expedient to draw the following main conclusions:
1. Pay attention to support of innovative infrastructure considerable, both from the state, and from commercial structures.
2. A special priority, especially from the point of view of investments, is necessary to give to basic elements of innovative infrastructure (Academic science, the innovative centers, support systems of «startups»).
3. Development of the international programs and the international cooperation will allow promoting strengthening of the Russian Federation scientific power.
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